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ABSTRACT 

Structural faults and phase transformations in R -Co magnets are 

studied using transmission electron microscopy. The magnetization 

mechanism in a step aged So (Co, Fe, Cu, Zr) alloy is detemincd to be 

by domain wall pinning in the 1:5 phase of the cellular nicrostructure. 

Limitations of the electron metallography technique to study these mater

ials are pointed out. 

IHTRO TIOK 

Properties of materials are structure-sensitive. Structure is in 

turn determined by composition, heat treatnent and processing. Hence, it 

is necessary to characterize both structure end cooposition at tne highest 

levels of resolution possible in order to -understand materials becavio-r. 

Such characterization requires advanced and sophisticated techniques of 

characterization using microscopic, diffraction and spectroscopic tech

niques. For this, of course, electron microscopy is particuiarly versatile, 

since we are now routinely synthesizing structures at atomic levels «f 

resolutions. The interaction between heat treatment and proper-.i?s is 

complex, but this interaction must be understood if materials are tc be 

improved or new materials designed. 

In the case of rare earth-cobalt very hard magnets, the study of rhc-

raicrostructures has received considerable attention (l-U) in the last fev 
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years and some progress has already been made in establishing nicro-

structure-property relationships. Recent development of new heat 

treatments and compositions (5,61 giving still higher magnetic energy 

product ((BHl ) values has necessitated further research to under

stand the detailed microstructural features (phases) and the magnetisation 

reversal mechanisms in these materials and hence identify the microstruct

ural features responsible for good magnetic properties. 

In this paper, the results of an investigation of the microstructure 

of Sm 2 (Co-Cu-Fe-Zr) alloy (especially after step aging) using trans

mission electron microscopy are presented. The study of defects and phase 

transformations an emphasized and the limitations of the present electron 

analytical techniques for further characterization of these materials, are 

discusssd. 

STRUCTURAL D2F2CTS 

The various structures exhibited by R-Co magnets l;&ve already been 

studied systematically and the possible magnetic significance of the 

faults anc poiytypes in B Co.. conpounds have been discussed by Allen, 

et_ R1_. (7>'D. Occurrence of the stacking faults and poiytypes in 2:17 

alloys of (Co aFe >fn . ) . . . Sn have been observed jy Mishra and Thomas 
.0 .1 .j. 1 [ d 

(U). Figure 1(a) shows an example of faults as the boundaries between 

hexagonal ana rhombohedral regions in this material which was prepared by 

sintering magnetically aligned pellets of (Co„ pFe ,Mn ) Sm at 1135 Z. 

The interfaces between the two phases can be made to go out of contrast 

by tilting the specimen in the microscope. 'The boundary can be described 

as a fault in the rhombohedrai structure with the fault vector R = 1/310001] 

normal to the bcundary. Such a fault can be shown to accommodate nonstoich-

iometry with excess Co atoms at the fault. The other type of faults found 

in 2:17 magnets is shown in Fig, 1(b). These are nonconservative antipnase 
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boundaries on the prism planes with a displacement vector 1/k <1010> and 

can be shewn to accommodate nonstoi-hionetry. These faults extend through 

the matrix naterial and hence no evidence of partial dislocations bounding 

the faults have been found so far. 

Such boundaries and faults nay create regions of naterial with aniso-

tropy different from that of the matrix. Stresses developed at the end 

of such regions (Fig. 1(a)) due to different nagnetrostrictive behaviour 

can serve to assist the nucieation of domains. Formation of large regions 

of hexagonal material in the rhonbohedral matrix can provide a similar 

j-iirce for domain nucieation. The magnetization data confirm that, in 

fact, in tlies" materials, coercivity is controlled by donain nacleation (fc). 

PKAS2 TRA!tSF0"mTTOSS 

Phase transforations in S-Co magnets are of priaary importance, since 

nearly all the rare earth-cobalt magnets with grtai magnetic properties 

are multiphase alloys (1,3,9). However, identification of various phases 

that are present is generally not straight forward (10), particularly for 

the multicomponent alloys that are be!nft d*.*ve.ope<J [jre'̂ rif ly (O- J)< i-'-r-'ii-

nation of the structure, chemical composition and magnetic domain behaviour 

of the various phases in the material can be approached with electron 

microscopy techniques. Electron diffraction in conjunction with dark field 

techniques are essential for phase identification whilst Lorentz microscopy 

is very useful to study the magnetic domain patteri'.c, and heace the neci;-

anism cf hardening. 

Here the microstructure of sintered (Co. Cu, Fe_ ^r^ Sm alloy 

solution treated between 1100-1250 C and step tempered between 750 C to 

li00 C has been investigated. The step aging heat treatment scheme is 

described elsewhere (5). The nicrostrueti re of the step aged alloy after 

aging at lt00 C is shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). The microstructure in 
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Fig. 2(a) taken from a section of the aged material containing the c-axis 

consists of a cellular microstructure C3) with cell interiors having a 

2:17 structure and cell boundaries with a i:5 structure. The cells are 

approximately in size and the cell walls are 1>0A in width, making 

it difficult to determine the chemical composition of these phases using 

the available STEM. Closely spaced stacking faults on the basal planes 

are present in the cell interiors in Fig. 2(a) and these faults generally 

do not continue through the 1:5 phase at the boundary. In Fig. 2(b), taken 

fror a section of the same magnet, normal to the c-axis, these faults are 

not seen. The cell morphology is not isotropic in this section, Just as 

that in Fif̂ . 2(a) where cell walls are parallel to crystallographic planes. 

The microstructures from alloys step aged up to 600 C and 500 C (ref. 

5) are sinilar to those shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). 

The magnetic domain vails are imaged by Lorentz microscopy in Fig. 3 

from a specimen of the aged alloy, 3ectjci:e& parallel to the c-axis. The 

domain wall is seen to be wavy in nature and lies parallel to f- » -axis 

(easy axi-). The Fresnei nicrograph is taken at a low magnification and 

large defocus of ̂ he objective lejs and hence the microstructural features 

cannot be seen directly. However, careful ccnparison of these images with 

the focussed images shows that the wavy domain wall in Fig. 3 follows the 

cell bo'.indaries. This is the case if the boundary phase is magnetically 

softer/harder than the cell interiors so that the domain vails are preferred 

energetically to lie in the soft phase. The observations confirm the mo-el 

of Livingston and Martin (3). 

It can be concluded that the coercivity is controlled by domain wall 

motion and not by single domain particles in this magnet. The high coerciv

ity is a result of the changes in the chemical composition between the tvo 

phases during step tempering. This in turn affects the magnetic anisotropy 
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and exchange energy. Such an effect baa been observed in Fe—Cr-Co magnets 

which is known to decompose spinodally (11,12). Upon step tempering the 

spinodally decomposed Fe-Cr-Co alloys inside the miscibility gap, the 

morphology of the microstructure remains almost unchanged, but changes in 

the chemical composition of the phases take place (12). It is suspected 

that the initial phase separation in this H-Co systeo proceeds via a siailar 

mechanism where the two phases first separate out and any further step 

aging only enhances the composition differences. It must be reaarked here 

that this analogy may be a sinple one and nay be the only possible analogy 

between Fe-Cr-Co system and the H-Co,. system. Further work in the char

acterization of the nicrostructure produced during aging of the R-Co alloys 

and the domain wall configurations in the partially aged alloys is necessary 

to discuss these points further, and is currently in progress. 

DISCUSSION 

In the preceeding sections, the nicrostructural features as studied 

using transmission electron microscopy have been characterized. However, 

several key questions remain unanswered even now, and tnese are due to the 

limitations in the techniques used (13). In Fig. 1(a) the boundary sep

arating the two phases of 2:17 material is curved at A, although the 

displacement vector is the same there as at the straight regions of the 

boundary. High resolution imaging of (001) lattice fringes can be used to 

study the nature of this curved interface. Also, it is concluded that, 

near this boundary as well as near the antiphase boundary of Fig. 1(b), 

excess amounts of Co atoms are present, and the faults accommodate this 

nonstoichiometry. Since the electron scattering powers ofF atoms and Co 

atoms differ significantly, atomic resolution microscopy should be able 

to provide direct experimental evidence but this will require instruments 

with oetter that 28 resolution. At present the best reported is 2.28 (lit-lf). 
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In the case of the phase transformation studies, the nature of the inter

face between the 1:? phase and 2:17 phase can be essoined using lattice 

imaging at 2.58 which is nov possible. Polytypism (1>) in these alloys 

can also be studied at lattice- resolution to investigate the regions 

where the anisotropy is altered due to nonstoichicnetry, thereby affecting 

the domain wall properties. 

Although current efforts are being devoted to these latter projects, 

obtaining high resolution images fron these very hard magnetic materials 

is difficolt. The magnetic field of the material alters the focussing 

conditions of the objective lens by interacting with the magnetic field 

of the pole piece. Our attempts to obtain lattice fringe images froa ion 

thinned specimens usin£ the Siemens 102 electron microscope lave teen 

unsuccessful solely due to the difficulties associated with t^e altered 

focussing conditions. This problem may l,e overcome by using high voltage 

high resolution microscopes with strong objective lenses and higher energy 

electrons. Such an instrump-.t will be available at 3erkeley in 1980. 

A fundamental understanding of the magnetization mechanisms ar.i 

mechanisms of the interaction of the domain vail with the defects/phases 

require high resolution studies of the microstructure as well as the domain 

wall structure. The domain walls in these very hard magnets will not te 

affected 'oy the stronger magnetic field in high voltage microscopes, arid 

in fact, with less defocusing necessary to image domains from thick spec

imens, one may be able to study the interaction between the domain walls 

and the iTiicrostructure directly, provided the essential resolution is also 

achieved. 

As can be seen from the previous section, characterization of the 

chemical composition of the 1;5 phase and 2:17 phase accurately is 

essential to understand the contributing factors to high coercivity in the 
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newly developed magnets. EDAX is the S15M is Halted by the small regions 

of 1:5 phase to be exaainei. Difficulties associated with the lattice 

fringe imaging make it impossible to derive the approxiaate ccapositions 

froo local lattice parameter measurement:; also. High resolution chemical 

microanalysis in ST3*. nust be developed to obtain cheuieal coaposition frca 

30-50A regions to characterize the 1:5 phase. 
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Pig. 1(a). BP alcrograph taken froa a sintere* Jm2 (C©o.»»»o.iFeo.i)i» 

ssaple sectioned partJ^el to the e-axta shewing regions of 

hexagonal 2:17 phase (B) la the rbOBbohedral 2:17 se.tr 1*. 

The boundary between the phases <na be described by a 1/3 

<0001> fault, vhieh la not straight on a Bacroacopic scale. 

(Specimen courta*v of D. Fry of General Motors Lab, Michigan), 

Pie- K b ) . 3.F. lnage or «• faults la rboaibobadral 2:17 pha-e with fault 

vector R » l/t> <10.\a-. (Specimo crjrtesy of 9. Pry of General 

Motor* Lab, Xiehlsan). 

Fig. 3(a). BP iMge of a step aged teg (CU-FC-CO-ZT)IT alloy, sectioned 

parallel to the c-axis (easy axis) aluving the cellular nicrc-

Btruc.-re. The cell Interior (I) has the ?:17 structure and 

the cell boundary C baa the 1:5 structure. The cell interiors 

arc heavily faulted (P) on (0001) planes. 

Pig. 2(b). Sine as (a), froa the alloy sectioned ooroai to the c-axls. 

The cell interiors are not faulted. The cell boundaries are 

aligned crystallogrsphically. 

Fig. 3. Presnel cicrograph froa a step aged Sni (Co-Cu-Fe-Zr)ir alloy 

showing the dossin vails inas ner fosrusseii condition. Tote 

the vavy nature of the donain vail AB vhicb tries tc resale 

near fee 1:5 phase preferentially. 

http://se.tr
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